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Religiosity appears to benefit wellbeing, potentially due to social support offered by religious communities. However, rising secularism implies that fewer people have access to these benefits. To address this problem, we investigated whether these benefits could also be obtained from membership in a secular, quasi-religious community. We conducted a longitudinal study among 92 members of the Sunday Assembly (SA), an international organization of secular congregations. SA members assemble in large services and in smaller interest groups that offer more face-to-face interaction. Once a month for six months, participants completed a questionnaire measuring wellbeing and participation in both SA and non-SA social activities. Panel analysis of longitudinal data revealed that participation in SA small-group activities positively influenced wellbeing over the six-month period, particularly among males. Participation in non-SA social activities, in contrast, had no effect on wellbeing. Aspects of the Sunday service that members perceived as most important, both for creating a sense of community and for friendship formation, were the informal socialising and cooperating that occurs before and after the service itself. Secular congregations may be a viable alternative for non-religious people (and perhaps especially men) who seek the health benefits that religious communities have traditionally offered.
not appear to be significant independent predictors of mortality. Similarly, Lim and Putnam (2010) found that the higher life satisfaction of religious Americans was due to the social benefits of religious attendance, and not to any private aspects of religious belief.

However, the issue of why religiosity relates to wellbeing has not been conclusively resolved, and other aspects of religion besides social support—such as increased optimism associated with belief in a caring God, or advocacy of abstinence from harmful practices like smoking—could in theory also enhance wellbeing (Abu-Raiya & Pargament, 2015; McCullough et al., 2000). Many researchers emphasize the subjective and private benefits of religiosity, with an especially common view being that private religious faith increases wellbeing by serving as a coping mechanism in times of adversity and stress (reviews in Abu-Raiya & Pargament, 2015 and Bryant-Davis & Wong, 2013).

A major difficulty in assessing the extent to which wellbeing is affected by religious social support, independently of the effects of private religious belief, is that these two predictors of wellbeing are usually confounded. Historically there have been few social organizations providing religious-style community without concurrently advocating religious beliefs, so it has been difficult to isolate the independent effects of such community on wellbeing. The current study, however, focuses on a newly-developed secular organization—the Sunday Assembly—that imitates many practices of traditional church communities. Studying this group provided a unique opportunity to identify whether this form of community support is an independently positive predictor of wellbeing, in the absence of religious beliefs. This issue is especially relevant because membership in traditional religion has been declining steadily in the UK and other Western nations over the past several decades (British Humanist Association, 2016; WIN-Gallup International, 2012). This decline suggests that people in these countries are increasingly missing out on the benefits of religious community. If similar benefits could be obtained through secular community, however, then people who are not traditionally religious may be more likely to obtain them.

The Sunday Assembly. The Sunday Assembly (SA) is an international organization of secular congregations that was formed in London in early 2013 and has since spread rapidly around the world. It currently has chapters in more than 70 cities, mostly in Europe, North America, and Oceania. The SA movement is based on the ethos that people should come together to celebrate life even if they do not hold conventional religious views (e.g., belief in the supernatural). They call themselves a ‘secular congregation that celebrates life’ and espouse a simple philosophy of ‘live better, help often, wonder more’ (Sunday Assembly, 2016).

SA congregations have Protestant church-like services on Sundays (usually twice monthly). Congregations range in size depending on location; smaller ones may involve fewer than 50 attendees, and larger ones may involve 200 or more. The structure of services is based on a formula devised at the flagship London congregation. A typical service lasts about an hour, and a typical running order (obtained from the London Sunday Assembly) is as follows: eight minutes of group singing (i.e., the congregation sings popular songs together, often accompanied by a live band and choir); introductory comments by the person leading the service that day (five minutes); a poetry reading (five minutes); a ‘TED’-style talk by a guest speaker (15 minutes); more group singing (four minutes); an inspirational personal talk by a congregation member (five minutes); community notices (three minutes); a moment of reflection (three minutes); passing of the collection plate and invitation to meet the people seated beside you (seven minutes); closing comments (one minute); and a final group song (four minutes). More extensive opportunities for interaction and cooperation occur before and after the service. As congregants arrive, they can socialize and cooperatively set the service up (e.g., arrange the chairs that will provide seating for the congregation). After the service, congregants can linger over shared refreshments and work together to close the service down. Besides the main Sunday service, the SA also offers opportunities for small group interactions, typically involving from five to fifteen people, throughout the week. These include ‘interest groups’ focused on some shared passion (e.g. craft-making, beer-tasting), local-area social clubs, and community action groups that volunteer to serve the larger community. These smaller groups offer opportunities for social interaction among like-minded congregants, interactions which are more face-to-face and frequent than those offered by the Sunday service.

Study objectives. The goals of the current study were to assess the extent to which social participation with the SA, in comparison with other types of social organizations, was correlated with subsequent increases in wellbeing. By ‘social participation’, we mean the amount of time spent attending events and activities hosted by the relevant social organization, and by ‘wellbeing’ we mean general feelings of life satisfaction, happiness, and social connectedness, as assessed by the widely-used survey measures described below. We also aimed to assess which specific kinds of SA activities were perceived as most effective by SA members for promoting friendship formation and a sense of community. Finally, because some research has suggested that religiosity benefits one gender more than the other (as noted above), we also checked for gender differences in the relationship between SA participation and wellbeing. We addressed these issues via a longitudinal study, in which members completed one online survey per month over a six month period.

Method
Participants. Participants (N = 92) were recruited via an invitation from the SA to people who had provided their email address when they had attended an SA event. The survey was approved by the School of Social Sciences Research Ethics Committee at Brunel University London, and all participants gave informed consent before providing any data. At the time of their first survey, demographic and other characteristics of the participants were as follows. They were 58% female, ranged in age from 23 to 73 years (M = 45.20, SD = 12.98), and were 91% White,
5% Hispanic/Latino, and 4% other. 66% were married, cohabiting, or in a long-term relationship, 26% were not in a long-term relationship, and 8% described their relationship status as ‘other’. Most lived in the USA (53%) followed by the UK (41%), Australia (6%) and Canada (1%). To the question of how long they had been attending SA events, the most common responses were ‘12–18 months’ (39%) and ‘6–12 months’ (24%), and the mean response fell between these two categories (i.e. between 6 and 18 months).

Procedure
There were six online surveys in total. Each month, participants were emailed a link to the 5–10 minute survey and were asked to complete it within seven days. Participants were told that if they completed all six surveys they would receive an end-of-study report on their ‘activities and state of mind over the study period’, but were not informed about study intentions; 51 participants (55%) completed all six surveys and received the report. The mean number of surveys completed was 4.84 (SD = 1.64). Data collection occurred in three staggered cohorts, as participants joined the study, and lasted from April–September 2015 (cohort one), May–October 2015 (cohort two), and June–November 2015 (cohort three).

Variables
Variables described below were collected on all six surveys, and descriptive statistics are based on mean values across all surveys.

Wellbeing and loneliness. Three standard validated measures of wellbeing and loneliness were presented at the start of the survey in randomized order. One was the 7-item version of the Warwick-Edinburgh Mental Wellbeing Scale (NHS Health Scotland, 2008; Tennant et al., 2014); representative items include “I’ve been feeling optimistic about the future” and “I’ve been dealing with problems well”. Participants are asked how often they had had these experiences over the past two weeks, on a 5-point scale from “none of the time” to “all of time” (M = 3.71, SD = 0.44). This variable will be called ‘WE Wellbeing’ and had high reliability (α .82).

A second measure consisted of the four items that the Office of National Statistics (ONS) has used since 2011 to measure wellbeing in the UK (Schuller et al., 2012). Representative items include “Overall, how satisfied are you with your life today?” and “Overall, how anxious did you feel yesterday?” (reverse-coded), with responses on a 10-point scale from “not at all” to “completely” (M = 7.28, SD = 1.15). This composite variable will be called ‘ONS Wellbeing’ and had acceptable reliability (α .77).

A third measure was the De Jong Gierveld Loneliness Scale short version (Gierveld & Van Tilburg, 2006). A seventh item, “I often feel lonely”, was added to this scale since no other items asked about loneliness directly. Representative items include “I often feel rejected” and “There are many people I can trust completely” (reverse-coded), with responses on a 5-point scale from “disagree strongly” to “agree strongly” (M = 2.24, SD = 0.79). This composite variable will be called ‘Loneliness’ and had high reliability (α .87; with seventh item excluded, α .84).

Finally, to create a single general wellbeing measure and avoid problems of multiple testing, we summed the z-scores of WE wellbeing, ONS wellbeing, and Loneliness (reverse-coded) (M = 0.07, SD = 0.78). This composite variable will be called ‘Composite Wellbeing’ and had high reliability (α .82).

Number of close relationships. To assess the proportion of participants’ close relationships that had been formed through the SA, each survey included two items: (1) “Think of all the people you have in your life right now with whom you can discuss personal matters that are important you. How many people are there?” (2) “Of all the people you thought of, how many (if any) did you meet through the Sunday Assembly or activities connected to it?”

Extent to which SA Sunday service activities facilitated social bonding. We asked about two types of social bonding. First, we focused on their general sense of community by asking, “Over the past month, what aspect of the main Sunday gathering made you feel most closely connected to other attendes, and most a part of the Sunday Assembly community?” Second, we focused on friendship formation by asking “Over the past month, what aspect of the main Sunday gathering made it easiest for you to meet and make friends with other people?” Participants wrote responses in a text box.

Attendance at the SA Sunday service. Participants were asked “Over the past month, how many times did you attend the Sunday Assembly’s main Sunday gathering?” and could respond from 0 to ‘3 or more’ (most SA chapters hold two services per month) (M = 0.99, SD = 0.49). This variable will be referred to as ‘SA Sunday attendance’.

Participation in other SA activities. Participants were instructed to “Please indicate how much time you spent attending other Sunday Assembly activities over the past month”, on a scale from 1 to 8 and were then recoded as the mid-point (in hours) of each of these categorical variables. Eight kinds of activities were listed as items: (1) Community action, (2) Interest groups (e.g., Book club, Wonder club, Crafts club), (3) Resolve group, (4) Local area social groups, (5) Choir, (6) Tea team, (7) Helping out at the Sunday Assembly, and (8) Other(s). This variable will be referred to as ‘Other SA activities’ and was computed by summing the total hours spent in all eight activities (M = 5.39, SD = 6.47).

Participation in non-SA activities. Participants were asked, “Over the past month, how much time have you spent attending social activities associated with other organisations (besides the Sunday Assembly)?” Responses were on a scale from 1 to 8 and were then recoded as the mid-point (in hours) of each of these categorical variables. Five kinds of activities were listed: (1) Religious or spiritual organisation, (2) Secular organisation (e.g. Humanists), (3) Sports club, (4) Service/volunteer club, and (5) Other(s). This variable will be referred to as ‘Non-SA activities’ and was computed by summing the total hours spent in all five activities (M = 5.20, SD = 5.37).
Results

Table 1 presents intercorrelations and descriptive statistics (averaged across all six surveys) for main study variables.

Number of close relationships. Participants said they had a mean of 7.51 total close relationships, with 1.21 of them involving people they had met through the SA. Gender differences in mean numbers of reported total relationships and SA relationships were in the direction of being higher for women, but were not significant (total relationships: female M = 7.80, male M = 7.28, t[88] = −4.71, p = .64; SA relationships: female M = 1.33, male M = 1.12, t[88] = −4.71, p = .62). 57.6% of participants reported on at least one survey that they had at least one close relationship with someone they had met through the SA, whereas 42.4% never reported having any such relationship.

Extent to which SA Sunday service activities facilitated social bonding. Responses to the question about sense of community appear in Table 2a, and responses to the question about friendship formation appear in Table 2b. In both cases, the kinds of activities mentioned most frequently are interactive social activities: “Socializing before/after service” and “Helping organise/run service” were mentioned by a mean of 54% of participants per survey in response to the “sense of community” question, and by a mean of 63% of participants per survey in response to the “friendship formation” question. “Singing” was another relatively frequent (15%) response to the “sense of community” question.

Comparative wellbeing of our sample. One of our wellbeing measures is also used by the UK Office of National Statistics (ONS), so we can compare our UK participants’ wellbeing to the UK average. Only an informal comparison is possible, however, as ONS provides only mean scores for population categories, with no information about variance. The mean ONS wellbeing score among our UK participants was 7.24 (SD = 1.33, n = 37, 64% female, mean age = 44.20 years; this score is close to that of our full sample: M = 7.28, SD = 1.15). Our UK participants’ ONS wellbeing score appears to be lower than the national scores for UK men (7.67), UK women (7.70),

Table 1: Intercorrelations and Descriptive Statistics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. All close relationships</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7.51</td>
<td>5.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. SA close relationships</td>
<td>0.65**</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>1.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. SA Sunday attendance</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Other SA activities</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.50**</td>
<td>0.44**</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Non-SA activities</td>
<td>−0.06</td>
<td>−0.15</td>
<td>−0.03</td>
<td>−0.11</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. WE wellbeing</td>
<td>0.33**</td>
<td>0.23**</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.71</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. ONS wellbeing</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>−0.06</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.82**</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.28</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Loneliness</td>
<td>−0.41**</td>
<td>−0.32**</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>−0.22*</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>−0.69**</td>
<td>−0.66**</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Composite wellbeing</td>
<td>0.32**</td>
<td>0.23**</td>
<td>−0.03</td>
<td>0.21*</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.92**</td>
<td>0.91**</td>
<td>−0.87**</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. *p < .05, **p < .01. Descriptive statistics are averaged across all six surveys. SA = Sunday Assembly, WE = Warwick-Edinburgh, ONS = Office of National Statistics.

Table 2a–b: Effects of Activities on Sense of Community and Friendship Formation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>a</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Socializing before/after service</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>1. Socializing before/after service</td>
<td>48</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Helping organise/run service</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2. Helping organise/run service</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Singing</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3. Eating together after service</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Attending in general; event atmosphere</td>
<td>08</td>
<td>4. Meeting people seated next to you</td>
<td>09</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Listening to speakers</td>
<td>08</td>
<td>5. Attending in general; event atmosphere</td>
<td>04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Greeting or being greeted</td>
<td>05</td>
<td>6. Greeting or being greeted</td>
<td>04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Meeting people seated next to you</td>
<td>04</td>
<td>7. Singing</td>
<td>03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. For Table 2a–b, figures in the % column indicate mean percentage of participants (of those who mentioned at least one activity) per survey who mentioned the activity in response to the question of which SA Sunday service activities most contribute to sense of community (Table 2a) or friendship formation (Table 2b). Participants could name more than one activity per question. Only the seven most frequently mentioned activities are listed in each table.
and UK residents aged 40–44 (7.54) (Office for National Statistics, 2016), suggesting that people with below average wellbeing may be especially likely to join the SA.

**Relationship between activities attended and wellbeing.** Panel analysis was undertaken with the R package plm version 1.5–12 (https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=plm), using self-reported SA Sunday attendance, participation in other SA activities and participation in non-SA activities to predict each of the four measures of wellbeing separately. This analysis, also known as cross-sectional time-series analysis, accounts for effects caused by individual variability and timepoint, and uses the data at all timepoints to test for a directional relationship (i.e., whether a variable at timepoint 1 predicts a variable at timepoint 2, etc.). This is more appropriate than other regression techniques (e.g. OLS) when modelling time series with multiple cases, as with the current data (Beck & Katz, 1995). Although the current study design does not allow for causal inference, it does permit testing for relationships between variables in both directions, in order to infer which directional relationship better fits the data. In panel analysis, fixed effect models allow for individual characteristics that influence the outcome variable, while random effects models allow additional variation across individuals that is not correlated with other variables in the model.

While random effects models are likely to be most appropriate in this case, Hausman tests were used to determine that a fixed effect model was sufficient for the Loneliness measure. To avoid overfitting, therefore, fixed effects models were used for Loneliness. Models for WE Wellbeing, ONS Wellbeing, and Composite Wellbeing were significantly good fits for the data overall (all \( p \)-values < .01; adjusted \( R^2 = .21, .14, \) and .03 respectively), but only the Other SA activities variable acted as a significant predictor in each of these models (all \( p \)-values < .05), meaning SA Sunday attendance and Non-SA activities did not predict these wellbeing measures (Table 3). Panel models including these variables did not significantly predict Loneliness (\( p = .3 \)). Breusch-Godfrey tests suggested that no models contained residual auto-correlation (all \( p \)-values > .05).

Figure 1 uses standardized coefficients to describe the comparative effects of Other SA activities and Non-SA activities on the three wellbeing measures. As this figure shows, Other SA activities had significant effects of similar magnitude on each wellbeing measure, whereas Non-SA activities had non-significant effects of similar magnitude on each wellbeing measure.

While this analysis assumes directionality, it does not explicitly test whether a relationship between wellbeing and SA attendance could also exist in the opposite direction (i.e., whether wellbeing and SA attendance might correlate with one another between subsequent time points in a non-directional manner). To determine whether the
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Figure 1: Standardized coefficients describing effects of Other SA Activities and Non-SA Activities on three wellbeing measures: Warwick-Edinburgh (WE), Office of National Statistics (ONS), and composite (composed of WE, ONS, and Loneliness). Effects are significant for Other SA Activities (all three \( p \)-values \( \leq .02 \)) and non-significant for Non-SA Activities (all three \( p \)-values \( \geq .6 \)). Error bars represent one standard error.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wellbeing measure</th>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>( p )-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WE</td>
<td>SA Sunday attendance</td>
<td>-0.006</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other SA activities</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-SA activities</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONS</td>
<td>SA Sunday attendance</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other SA activities</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-SA activities</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite</td>
<td>SA Sunday attendance</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other SA activities</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-SA activities</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Coefficients, standard error (SE) and \( p \)-values of each of the activities predicting wellbeing measures in panel analysis.

Note. WE = Warwick-Edinburgh, ONS = Office of National Statistics, SA = Sunday Assembly.
relationship is bidirectional (and therefore less likely to be causal), we tested whether wellbeing measures at lag 1 (i.e., the previous data collection point) are also predicted by SA Sunday attendance, Other SA activities, and Non-SA activities. None of these acted as significant predictors of earlier wellbeing (all \( p \)-values > .05), suggesting a unidirectional relationship from earlier attendance at Other SA activities to later increases in wellbeing.

We also tested panel models in both males and females separately, and found that none of the activity types were significant predictors of wellbeing in females. In males the same pattern of results was identified as above, with Other SA activities acting as a significant predictor of WE (0.01, \( SE = 0.006, p = 0.02 \)), ONS (0.05, \( SE = 0.02, p < 0.01 \)) and Composite Wellbeing (0.03, \( SE = 0.008, p < 0.01 \)). Given that there were fewer men (\( N = 39 \)) in the sample than women (\( N = 53 \)), and that each group had similar amounts of missing data over the six timepoints (Males = 49, Females = 52) this gender difference cannot be explained by sample size.

**Discussion**

Results indicated that SA participation tended to relate positively to participant wellbeing. Participants reported that 16% (1.2 out of 7.5) of their close social relationships were with people they had met through the SA, and 57.6% of participants reported, on at least one of the six surveys, that they had established at least one such relationship. These results indicate that SA members were establishing close relationships with one another to some extent; whether this extent is considered ‘small’ or ‘large’ depends somewhat on one’s perspective. On the one hand, 16% constitutes a fairly small minority of one’s relationships. On the other hand, the average of 7.5 total close relationships that participants reported probably included, for many participants, some family members. If we had asked about friends only, therefore, the 16% figure would likely have been larger. The rates of relationship formation we obtained seem similar to those observed in more traditional religious communities: religious service attendees in the USA reported having a mean of 0.95 close friends in their congregations (Lim & Putnam, 2010), and 46% of Australian churchgoers reported having some close friends in their congregation (Kaldor et al., 1994).

The aspect of the main Sunday service that was perceived as being most conducive to both sense of community and making friends was not any formal aspect of the service itself, but rather the informal social and cooperative interaction that occurred before and after the service (as noted above, 54% of participants said this interaction was conducive to community, and 63% said it facilitated friendship formation). These results suggest that direct interpersonal engagement is a particularly important component of social bonding. This importance would make theoretical sense, as such engagement is probably an especially effective way to acquire information about someone’s potential value as a social associate. Direct engagement allows one to assess whether a potential partner seems, for example, compatible in terms of shared values and interests, and reliable and trustworthy in cooperative interactions. As noted in evolutionary theories such as those cited earlier (Price & Johnson, 2011; Tooby & Cosmides, 1996), this is the kind of information that people should be adapted to seek, in order to assess another person’s suitability as a friend, mate, or cooperative partner.

The importance of direct interpersonal engagement is also suggested by results of the panel analysis. This analysis indicated that over the six-month study period, participation in small-group SA social activities (‘Other SA activities’) was a significant predictor of the Warwick-Edinburgh and ONS wellbeing measures and of composite wellbeing. This effect size was not massive, but was considerable: for example, 10 hours per month of participation in small-group SA activities was associated with an increase of 0.3 in ONS wellbeing score; in our sample this could raise one’s ONS score from the 59th to the 69th percentile (i.e. from 7.5 to 7.8). SA small-group activities had this effect on wellbeing despite being unrelated to loneliness scores. The ecological nature of the current study (that is, the fact that it involved people already attending the Sunday Assembly, rather than random assignment to a ‘Sunday Assembly condition) does not permit inference about the causal direction of the relationship between SA participation and wellbeing. However, the study’s longitudinal nature does permit us to conclude that this relationship is occurring in the temporal direction that would at least be consistent with SA participation causing wellbeing to increase. That is, whereas earlier SA activity attendance predicted a later increase in wellbeing, later SA activity attendance did not predict an earlier increase in wellbeing.

It is not immediately clear why small-group participation would increase wellbeing in general but not decrease loneliness in particular. It may be the case, however, that the psychological benefits of such participation are more global than can be captured by a relatively specific loneliness measure, and were therefore more effectively captured by measures of general wellbeing. It is also not entirely clear why participation in SA small-group activities was associated with enhanced wellbeing, whereas the ‘Non-SA activities’ (sports and service clubs, other religious-type groups, etc.) variable was not. It seems plausible, however, that the SA would be particularly effective at building community since its social identity focuses so much on doing just that. SA attendees are likely to be aware of the SA’s strong emphasis on building community, so any success the SA actually had in that regard would be consistent with the notion that ‘social support is… likely to be given, received, and interpreted in the spirit in which it is intended’ (Haslam et al., 2009: 11).

An unexpected yet intriguing finding was that positive relationships between SA small-group activities and wellbeing occurred only among males. Our study is not the first to find a gender effect in the strength of the relationship between wellbeing and religious-type activity; as noted in the introduction, the religion-health correlation has been reported (with no clear theoretical rationale) to be stronger among women in some studies (Koenig et al., 1999; Oman et al., 2002; Strawbridge et al., 1997, 2002).
2001) and among men in at least one study (Maselko & Kuzbansky, 2006). What might account for the stronger effect among men in our study? One possible explanation is that men in our sample had fewer close relationships outside of the SA, and so were in a position to benefit disproportionately from the social opportunities offered by the SA. Supporting this explanation is research suggesting that among US and UK residents in their late thirties or older, women tend to have more friends than men (Bhattacharya et al., 2016; Fischer & Olier, 1983). In the current study, however, although women did report having slightly more close relationships than did men, this gender difference did not achieve significance. Moreover, other women also reported having slightly more close relationships with people they met in the SA (although the gender difference was again not significant), which is not consistent with the notion that the social benefits of SA participation were accruing disproportionately to men. An alternative explanation for why the relationship between SA participation and wellbeing was stronger in men would be that men tend to be more comfortable bonding socially in communities that are characterised by an absence of references to a God-like power. There does appear to be a clear pattern cross-culturally, including in the USA and Europe, of men being more likely than women to describe themselves as lacking religious beliefs (Hvidtjørn et al., 2014; Keysar & Navarro-Rivera, 2013; Trzebiatowska & Bruce, 2012). From an evolutionary perspective, shared interests function as an essential aspect of coalitional affiliation and group bonding (Tooby, Cosmides & Price, 2006), so lack of religious belief may function especially effectively in this regard among male SA participants.

Finally, although informal social interaction seemed to be the most important aspect of friendship and community relationship among SA participants, one formal aspect that did score fairly highly was singing: 15% of participants mentioned group singing (involving the whole congregation) as the aspect of the service that most facilitated a sense of community. This result complements other studies which have found collective singing to be conducive to social bonding (Pearce, Launay, & Dunbar, 2015; Weinstein et al., 2016). This effect is predicted by the theory that over human evolutionary history, group singing has facilitated the formation of adaptive cooperative relationships, by efficiently enabling multiple individuals to engage in coordinated and synchronized social interaction (Dunbar et al., 2012; Weinstein et al., 2016).

Limitations

This study had some significant limitations. It was intended as a field study rather than a clinical trial, as key aspects of a well-controlled clinical trial—such as random assignment to experimental conditions, including a control condition—were not possible in the real-world context in which the study was conducted. We do not wish to suggest that if we had randomly assigned members of the general public to participate in either SA social activities, non-SA social activities, or no social activities, then we would have found a greater increase in wellbeing among SA participants than members of the other groups. Our sample was necessarily composed of people who had already expressed some interest in the SA, and so were probably relatively likely from the outset to benefit from SA activities (e.g., due to their openness to a secular worldview), compared to members of the general population. Further, as participants were unpaid volunteers, we had little control over how consistently and completely they participated over the six-month study period (although we should reiterate that this participation was nevertheless fairly extensive, with participants completing an average of 4.8 out of 6 surveys). Despite these limitations, our results do suggest that participants in SA social activities experienced a significant increase in wellbeing in relation to this participation, which they did not experience in relation to their social participation in groups that were not SA-related.

Conclusion

With religiosity on the decline in the UK, USA and many other countries, our results are an encouraging indication that secular quasi-religious organizations might be able to help provide the benefits that religious groups have traditionally provided. These results suggest that a particularly important way in which such organisations can benefit members is by providing opportunities for them to engage in direct social interaction before and after formal services, and especially in small groups that meet throughout the week and that provide more frequent opportunities for close social contact. Our results suggest two especially interesting avenues for further research. One would be to further examine the issue of why SA attendance related positively to wellbeing in men only. As noted earlier, when other studies have noted gender differences in the relationship between wellbeing and religious attendance, this relationship has usually (but not always) been more positive among women. In assessing why the relationship we observed was stronger among men, the first task would be to see if this result replicates in other studies of wellbeing in secular communities. If so, then it would certainly be worth investigating the reasons for this difference. Future studies could indicate whether it is due, as we have suggested, to men being more likely to experience a lack of religious belief as an aspect of coalitional affiliation that facilities social bonding. A second direction for future research would be to investigate whether the correlation between wellbeing and secular community membership increases in proportion to membership duration. Most participants in our study had not been SA attendees for long; 86% had been attending for less than 18 months. It seems likely that the kind of positive relationships we observed between attendance and wellbeing would tend to increase over time, simply because more time would afford more opportunities both to cultivate long-term relationships and to initiate new ones.

Although secular quasi-religious organizations are still a relatively rare phenomenon, there are some signs that they are becoming more prominent. The Sunday Assembly’s global expansion has occurred rapidly since
its 2013 founding, and other Humanist-influenced groups seem to be growing as well (Cimino & Smith, 2014). If secular congregations continue to gain popularity, they could have a positive benefit on the wellbeing of many people who, for whatever reason, would affiliate more readily with them than with more traditional religious groups.
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